Motivated by the work of Regge ([19, 20]) we are interested in the problem of recovering a radial potential in R 3 from its resonance parameters, which are zeros of the appropriately defined Jost function. For a potential of compact support these may in turn be identified as the complex eigenvalues of a non-selfadjoint SturmLiouville problem with an eigenparameter dependent boundary condition. In this paper we propose and study a particular computational technique for this problem, based on a moment problem for a function g(t) which is related to the boundary values of the corresponding Gelfand-Levitan kernel.
Introduction
Let q ∈ L ∞ (0, 1) be real valued and consider the non-selfadjoint eigenvalue problem u ′′ + (µ 2 − q(x))u = 0 0 < x < 1 (1.1)
One easily sees by explicit calculation that no eigenvalues exist if q ≡ 0, but in all other cases there exists a countably infinite sequence {µ 2 n } ∞ n=−∞ of generally nonreal eigenvalues. We are interested in the problem of recovering the potential from knowledge of this spectral sequence. There are several reasons for interest in this eigenvalue problem. First of all, (1.1),(1.2) arises after separation of variables in the hyperbolic problem with absorbing boundary condition at x = 1 v tt − v xx + q(x)v = 0 0 < x < 1 v(0, t) = 0 v x (1, t) + v t (1, t) = 0
One expects that v(1, t) is a series of terms of the form c n e ±iµ n t and conversely that information about the eigenvalues may be extracted from knowledge of v (1, t) . See e.g. [9] for more on the role of these eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions for wave propagation in an infinite heterogeneous medium.
A second motivation comes from classical scattering theory for the Schrödinger equation. Extend q to be zero for x > 1, regard it as a central potential on R
3
, and then define the s-wave Jost solution f (x, µ) in the usual way ( [8, 16] ), i.e. f (x, µ) is the solution of (1.1) for x > 0 and f (x, µ) = e iµx for x > 1. Now if J(µ) = f (0, µ) is the Jost function it is simple to check that the zeros of J are precisely the numbers µ n , see e.g. Chapter 12 of [16] for more discussion of the physical significance and properties of the µ n 's. The possibility of recovering the potential q from these so-called resonances 1 was first studied by Regge ([19, 20] ). Under certain restrictions on the behavior of q near x = 1, he gives a proof that such a reconstruction is possible in principle, but analytic continuation is involved in parts of the process. See also Brown et. al. ([5] ) and Yurko ([25] ) for some interesting generalizations of Regge's problem. We mention also that recovery of a potential from the Jost function, or its derivative, at a fixed point, has recently been considered by Aktosun ([1] ).
More recently Pivovarchik and van der Mee ( [17] ) have studied the inverse spectral problem for (1.1),(1.2) with boundary condition at x = 1 replaced by u ′ (1) = (iαµ + β)u(1) Let us emphasize that we seek to identify the potential q using only the one eigenvalue sequence, whereas in the case of an impedance type boundary condition, u ′ (1) = αu(1) for real α, it is well known that the eigenvalues do not uniquely determine q, rather they must be augmented by a sequence of normalizing constants, or a second sequence of eigenvalues corresponding to a different α. The obvious explanation is that since the eigenvalues are complex, the data for the inverse problem can be regarded as two real sequences.
Our main interest in this paper is to develop a computational solution method. Asymptotics of the eigenvalues, and hence details of the method will depend very much on the exact behavior of q(x) near x = 1. For definiteness we will focus on the most straightforward case, namely when q(x) → q(1) > 0 as x → 1−. Other cases when q(x)/(x − 1) r has some nonzero left-hand limit at x = 1 could be handled in a similar manner, but there may be some additional complications. As noted above uniqueness is already known, but we will give an alternative proof of this fact, as part of our derivation.
In section 2 we will derive the basic equation (2.4) which connects the spectral data to the unknown coefficient. In section 3 we collect some needed results about the number and location of the eigenvalues, and in section 4 the numerical method is developed and illustrated with an example. The more refined asymptotics of the eigenvalues stated in Proposition 2 below are valid only under the more restrictive assumption that q ∈ H 2 (0, 1), and plays a key role in our justification of the behavior of the numerical scheme, thus our discussion must be regarded as limited to this case. Nevertheless, it is not surprising that we observe the method giving comparable results even when q ∈ H 2 (0, 1).
Reconstruction method
We use the standard notation u 2 = u 2 (x, µ; q) to denote the solution of (1.1) satisfying u(0, µ; q) = 0, u ′ (0, µ; q) = 1. Define
so that the eigenvalues are the roots of F . It is well known ( [10, 11, 13] ) that u 2 (x, µ; q) may be represented in the form
for any µ ∈ C, µ = 0, where K(x, t; q) satisfies
It is also known (e.g. [21] ) that the potential q(x) is uniquely determined by the Cauchy data for K on {x = 1}, i.e. {K x (1, t; q), K t (1, t; q)} for 0 < t < 1. Thus our focus now is on how K x (1, t; q), K t (1, t; q) can be inferred from the roots of F . As will be seen this is a somewhat ill-posed linear problem. Proof: For µ = 0 we have by (2.2)
which after some straightforward integration by parts may be rewritten as
Next observe that K t , K x may be extended as respectively even and odd functions to the characteristic triangle {(x, t) : 0 < |t| < x < 1}, so that the first two terms on the right side of (2.6) are the same as
Integrating by parts one more time and using −2G(−1) =ḡ =q, the conclusion (2.4) now follows immediately for µ = 0 and at µ = 0 also by continuity.
As a corollary we recover the known uniqueness result:
The roots of F uniquely determine q.
2 Heref is notation for the mean value of f ,f =
When necessary we'll use f * for the complex conjugate of f .
Proof: The zeros of F determine F uniquely, up to a factor e Aµ+B , since F is an entire function of exponential type. Since it also follows that e iµ F (µ) must tend to 1 in the upper half of the complex plane, it is not hard to check that F and hence g = 2G ′ are uniquely determined by the zeros. Recall that K x (1, t; q), K t (1, t; q) are respectively odd and even on [−1, 1]. Thus by splitting g into its odd and even parts we obtain the pair of functions {K x (1, t; q), K t (1, t; q)} on [−1, 1] and the results of [21] then imply that q is uniquely determined.
Properties of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
Numerical methods for obtaining q from g are discussed in some detail in [21] , thus here we'll focus on the task of recovering g (or equivalently G) from the zeros of F . In this section we'll collect some results, most of which are previously known in some form, about their number and location.
1. There exists a countably infinite sequence of eigenvalues of (1.1), (1.2) with no finite limit point.
2. If µ is an eigenvalue, so is −µ * .
3. There are at most a finite number of eigenvalues in the closed upper half plane, and they are all on the imaginary axis.
4. If q(x) ≥ 0 then Re (µ n ) = 0 for all n, so in particular all eigenvalues are in the lower half plane.
Proof: The eigenvalues are the roots of the entire function F , hence they are at most countable with no finite limit point. If the number were finite and nonzero, then F would be a nonconstant polynomial multiplied by a factor e Aµ+B which is inconsistent with (2.4) since e 
Multiplying the u equation by u * , the u * equation by u, subtracting and integrating by parts, we get
Since u(1) = 0, either α = 0 or β < 0. Suppose an eigenvalue exists with µ = iα for some real α. The corresponding eigenfunction u may be taken real valued, and multiplying the equation through by u, using the boundary conditions and doing some obvious manipulations we get
If α ≥ 0 it follows that α 2 ≤ ess max (−q(x)), so that there at most a finite number of eigenvalues on the positive imaginary axis, hence in the entire closed upper half plane.
If we assume additionally that q(x) ≥ 0, then viewing the left side as a quadratic in α, the existence of a real root implies the discriminant condition u(1)
and therefore
On the other hand
which is a contradiction with (3.3).
From now on we restrict discussion to the case q(x) ≥ 0, q(x) ≡ 0, and denote by {µ n } ∞ n=1 the eigenvalues with positive real part and negative imaginary part. It follows that the total collection of zeros is then {µ n , −µ * n } ∞ n=1 . Asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues has been studied by various authors ( [12, 22] ), with the exact behavior of q(x) as x → 1− being a key quantity. The following is a slight improvement of the known result when q(1) > 0.
Proposition 2 Assume that
where b n = 1 2 log(q(1)) − log(2nπ) and A = 2
Proof: From [12] we may quote the leading terms in the asymptotics,
for some constant C, assuming that q(1) = 0. It follows that e iµ n = O(n) as n → ∞.
Defining u 2 as above, we have
The equation F (µ) = 0 characterizing the roots is therefore equivalent to
and from ( [18] , p16) we have the asymptotic estimates for u 2
where
Substituting (3.7) into (3.6), setting µ = µ n and doing some simple rearrangement of terms, we get
Integrating by parts in an obvious way then shows
Now expand e 2iz n = 1 + 2iz n + O((log n/n) 2 ) to get
and so finally
Because of (3.5) we know that the o( 
Details of numerical method
We maintain the assumption that q ∈ H 2 (0, 1) and q(1) > 0 so that (3.4) is valid. As a computational matter however, we have observed that the methods discussed below tend to give good results for less regular q. As mentioned earlier the key point is to recover G or g from knowledge of the sequence {µ n } ∞ n=1 . By Proposition 1 we know that G satisfies the linear system of moment equations 
G(t)e
iµ n t dt = 2e
and g satisfies the corresponding system
When convenient to do so, we may regard either of these equations as being also satisfied with µ n replaced by −µ * n , but of course those equations are redundant. Note that (4.2) is valid at µ 0 := 0 also. Proof: According to Theorems 4 and 7, Chapter 3 of [24] , it is enough to show that
It is clearly possible (since b n → −∞) to pick N 1 such that
We then have
Thus we can pick N 0 ≥ N 1 such that 4.3 holds. In view of this completeness result, if we seek to recover G from 4.1 or g from 4.2 we seem to be lacking one equation either way, i.e. we don't have the µ = 0 equation in 4.1 and a straightforward use of 4.2 would seem to require knowledge ofq which we are not regarding as part of our data set. In effect this lack is due to not taking account of the asymptotics of F in the upper half plane, and it is not so clear how to do this from a computational point of view. On the other hand we do have additional information from the asymptotics of the eigenvalue sequence itself, e.g.
q(1) may be taken as constants known directly from the data. These may be reexpressed in terms of g, using the identities
which may be inferred from (2.3). Let us also mention at this point that as far as we know Re µ n = 0 is not ruled out by the hypotheses we have made so far, so that we must regard it as an extra requirement for validity of the numerical method. Recall however that it is guaranteed if q(x) ≥ 0 on [0, 1] by part 4 of Proposition 1, and in practice we have never observed such a location of a root. In the case q(x) < 0 there will always be (double) roots on the imaginary axis, and this will be a somewhat significant additional complication.
Letting
and substituting into (4.2), usingq =ḡ = 2a 0 and separating real and imaginary parts, we get a system of 2n real linear equations for the 2n + 1 real unknowns {a 0 , . . . a n , b 1 , . . . b n } (The µ 0 = 0 equation amounts to 0 = 0.) We may supplement this with an additional equation based on an estimate for q(1), i.e.
to get a square system. Such an estimate follows easily from (3.4), namely log q(1) = Re µ n − nπ i + (1/nπ) + log 2nπ + O log n n 2 (4.9) using the fact that A is real. If for any reason a value forq is available, then a 0 is also known and we just have 2n equations for 2n unknowns and the estimate of q (1) is not explicitly needed. Since A may in principle be estimated from the eigenvalues, a known value for q ′ (1) will also lead to a value forq. A disadvantage of working with (4.2) is that on the right hand side µ n e −iµ n is O(1) as n → ∞. If we use instead (4.1) then we have only e −iµ n = O( 1 n ) appearing on the right hand side. Of course the price one must pay is differentiating G in the end to obtain g, but regularization strategies may help with that. For consistency with the above representation of g we use
leading to 2n real equations for 2n+2 real unknowns, which we supplement with equations G(1) = 0, G
4 . In practice one finds that the computed solution, either g or G, is quite accurate near the right endpoint t = 1 but much less so near the left endpoint t = −1. More precisely the computed g(t) tends to exhibit unwanted oscillations near t = −1, and in the case of G(t) similar oscillations are seen when G is differentiated to obtain g. This is due to the fact that the kernel e iµ n t is decaying as t goes from 1 to −1, more specifically it decays by the factor e 2iµ n = O(n 2 ), so that information about the right endpoint is much more heavily weighted in the data.
As the error is concentrated near t = −1 we may improve the reconstruction if additional knowledge about the behavior of g or G near that endpoint is available. For example if g(1), g(−1) are known or estimated, then we subtract off the linear part of g, i.e. replace the system (4.2) by the corresponding system for g 1 (t) = g(t) − 1 2 (g(1) + g(−1) + t(g(1) − g(−1))), the point being of course that the 2π periodic extension of g 1 has no discontinuities, so that its Fourier series will have better convergence properties than those of g. As noted above an estimate for g(1) = 1 2 q(1) is quite straightforward to obtain from the sequence {µ n }. There is nothing so easy for g(−1), however it can be shown that
so that it is essentially equivalent to knowledge of q(0) since the term q = −G(−1) can typically be estimated quite well by solving the system (4.1) as described above. Another strategy which could be taken if one were inclined to assume that the unknown q is well behaved is to regard g(−1) as a free parameter and then choose its value to minimize the total variation of the computed solution g(t).
Let us conclude with a numerical example. The profile to be reconstructed is q(x) = x + e −x (2 + cos 2πx). Eigenvalues are computed by a shooting type method, using (3.4) to provide initial guesses. We also used a straightforward finite difference scheme for (2.3) to accurately compute g(t). Figure 1a shows the reconstruction of g based on a straightforward substitution of (4.7) into (4.2) with n = 20; the relative error in L 2 (−1, 1) is just over 5%. In 1b we use Cesaro summation of (4.7) to damp out the oscillations except very close to t = −1, giving a relative error slightly under 5%. The value for q(1) used came simply from the first term on the right of (4.9) with n = 20. In Figure 1c we assume that q(0) = 3 is known, so that together with the estimates of q(1) andq obtained from the first reconstruction, we have approximate values for g(±1). We then replace (4.2) by the corresponding equation for g 1 (t) as described above. The relative error in this case is about 2%. If q(0) is not assumed known, but we select its value to minimize the total variation of g, the optimal value is about 3.2, leading to a slightly better reconstruction of g with relative error 1.5%, but qualitatively the same as in Figure 1c . Finally in Figure 1d we display the reconstruction using only n=3 eigenvalues. The relative error here is about 11% and in fact this is due to a large extent to a poor estimate of q(1)-if the exact value of q(1) were provided, relative Figure 1 . Reconstructions of g(t). a) (upper left) using µ n , n = 1, . . . 20, b) (upper right) using µ n , n = 1, . . . 20 and Cesaro summation of the sum (4.7), c) (lower left) using µ n , n = 1, . . . 20 and known value of q(0), d) (lower right) using µ n , n = 1, 2, 3.
error would be about half as large.
If one looked instead at the antiderivative G the reconstruction would be indistinguishable from the exact G on the scale of the graph, with relative error about .2% when n = 20.
